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VENTILATED BUILDING BLOCK 

0001. This application is a divisional of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 12/292.376 filedon Nov. 18, 2008, the entirety 
of which is incorporated by reference. 
0002 This application relates to a building block con 
struction, and more specifically, to a self-ventilating block 
with weather inhibiting and privacy enhancing features. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Currently, typical concrete ventilating blocks are 
formed with Straight, internal passages extending vertically 
through the block, Such that when plural blocks are stacked, a 
ventilating "chimney” is formed. These and other block con 
structions are well represented in the patent literature. For 
example, U.S. Pat. No. 2,137,153 discloses ventilated wall 
blocks that are stacked vertically in an alternately inverted 
orientation, establishing both vertical and horizontal vent 
passageways. In U.S. Pat. No. 7,096,634, a block is disclosed 
that, when stacked, creates vertical vents or cores. Still other 
block constructions are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 1,758,757, 
2,624, 193; and 4,823,530. There remains a need, however, for 
a horizontally-vented block for use in wall constructions that 
allows horizontal air circulation through the wall, but that 
inhibits rain from passing through the wall and that also 
enhances the privacy of persons on the interior side of the 
wall. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0004. In accordance with an exemplary but nonlimiting 
embodiment of the invention, there is provided a building 
block for a ventilated wall comprising: an elongated center 
portion flanked by a pair of substantially parallel side walls 
oriented Substantially perpendicularly to the center portion, 
the center portion having a first vertical wall and a second 
sloped wall, said second sloped wall extending between a 
relatively thicker bottom wall of the center portion and a 
relatively thinner top wall of the center portion; and wherein 
the first wall is substantially co-planar with first edges of the 
side walls. 

0005. In another aspect, the invention relates to a wall unit 
comprising at least first and second building blocks each 
having an elongated center portion flanked by a pair of Sub 
stantially parallel side walls oriented Substantially perpen 
dicularly to the centerportion, the centerportion having a first 
vertical wall and a second sloped wall, the second sloped wall 
extending between a relatively thicker base of the center 
portion and a relatively thinner top of the center portion; the 
first wall being co-planar with first edges of the side walls, and 
wherein the first and second building blocks are stacked one 
on the other, with the second block inverted and reversed 
relative to the first block. 

0006. In still another embodiment, the invention relates to 
a mold assembly for forming a ventilated construction block, 
the mold assembly comprising a mold core including a cen 
trally-located block portion attached to an underside of a core 
plate portion, the block portion having an inverted, truncated, 
Substantially right-triangle shape including a first sloped Sur 
face. 
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0007. The invention will now be described in detail in 
connection with the drawings identified below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 is a top, left perspective view of a concrete 
block in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the 
invention; 
0009 FIG. 2 is a right, rear perspective of the block shown 
in FIG. 1; 
0010 FIG.3 is a front elevation view of the block shown in 
FIGS. 1 and 2: 
(0011 FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the block shown in FIGS. 
1 and 2: 
0012 FIG. 5 is a right side elevation of the block shown in 
FIG. 4; 
0013 FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the exterior side of a 
wall constructed of blocks shown in FIGS. 1-5: 
0014 FIG. 7 is a section taken through the wall shown in 
FIG. 6; 
(0015 FIG. 8 is an enlarged detail taken from FIG. 7: 
(0016 FIG.9 is a perspective view of the interior side of the 
wall shown in FIG. 6; 
0017 FIG. 10 is an exploded perspective view of a mold 
assembly used in the production of blocks as shown in FIGS. 
1-5: 
0018 FIG. 11 is a perspective view of the mold assembly 
of FIG. 10 but in partially assembled form; 
0019 FIG. 12 is a plan view of one component of a stripper 
shoe subassembly taken from FIGS. 10 and 11: 
0020 FIG. 13 is an end elevation of the stripper shoe 
subassembly of FIGS. 10 and 11: 
0021 FIG. 14 is a section taken along the line 14-14 of 
FIG. 15: 
0022 FIG. 15 is a perspective view of the stripper shoe 
subassembly shown in FIGS. 10, 11 and 13; 
0023 FIG. 16 is an end elevation of a mold core compo 
nent taken from the mold assembly of FIGS. 10 and 11; and 
0024 FIG. 17 is a plan view of the mold core component 
of FIG. 16. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

(0025. With reference initially to FIGS. 1-5, a block 10 is 
formed (e.g., molded) to include an elongated center portion 
12 with a pair of side walls 14, 16 arranged at either end of the 
center portion, and Substantially perpendicular thereto. For 
ease of understanding, the block will be described as having 
a front and a back, top and bottom but it will be appreciated 
that these terms are relative, and are not intended to be lim 
iting in any respect. Thus, for example, in FIG. 1, the block10 
may be regarded as a top, left, front perspective view, with 
FIGS. 2-5 described relative to FIG. 1. Accordingly, the ref 
erence to “top”, “bottom”, “front”, “back”, “left” and “right” 
refers to the block in FIG. 1, with its “front side facing 
forward. It will be understood, however, that adjacent upper 
and lower blocks are reversed and inverted on assembly, so 
that the characterization of the block with reference to FIG.1 
is for convenience only. 
0026. Accordingly, the center portion 12 of the block has 
a flat, substantially vertical back wall 18 and a sloped front 
wall 20. The back wall 18 is flush or co-planar with back (or 
first) edges 22, 24 of the side walls 14, 16, respectively. The 
sloped front wall 20 extends between a relatively thicker 
bottom wall or base 26 to a relatively thinner top wall 28, the 
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acute slope angle preferably in the range of about 45-90° 
(shown at 71.3' in FIG. 5) relative to the horizontal bottom 
wall or base 26. The terms “thicker' and “thinner” in this 
context relate to the depth dimension of the block. 
0027. In this exemplary embodiment, the side walls 14, 16 
extend beyond, i.e., forward of the sloped front wall 20, and 
the relatively thinner top wall 28 extends above the upper (or 
second) edges 30, 32 of the side walls. 
0028 Lower (or third) edges 30a and 32a of the sidewalls 
are flush with the bottom wall or base 26. A horizontal shoul 
der 34 extends horizontally across the sloped front wall 20 at 
a height Substantially equal to the height of the side walls, 
such that shoulder 34 lies in the same horizontal plane as the 
upper edges 30, 32 of the side walls 14, 16. Alternatively, 
surface 34 could be regarded as the top surface of the block, 
contiguous with upper edges 30, 32, and with a truncated 
triangular lip 33 projecting from the surface 34, the lip inset 
from the front edge 35 of surface 34, but flush with the back 
wall 18, and extending between the inside edges of the side 
walls 14 and 16. 
0029. In the exemplary but non-limiting implementation 
of the invention illustrated in FIGS. 1-5, the block 10 may 
have a length (from side to side) of between about 190 cm and 
460 cm (for example about 395 cm) and a depth (from front to 
back) of between about 80 cm and 200 cm (for example, about 
92 cm). The total height of the block (from bottom to top) may 
be between about 80 cm and 240 cm (for example, about 124 
cm). In the example shown, the lip 33 extends about 32 cm. 
above the side walls 30, 32 (and surface 34). The side wall 
thickness may be about 38.5 cm. The center portion 12 may 
have a depth of about 59.9 cm. at the base 26, (in this embodi 
ment, the forward (or fourth edges) 22a, 24a of the side walls 
14, 16 are forward of the centerportion), and a depth of about 
12 cm. at the top edge 28. The shoulder may have a depth of 
about 6 cm. (or, stated otherwise, the lip 33 is set back from 
the forward edge 35 of surface 34 by about 6 cm). The dimen 
sions of the block may vary uniformly by scale, or differen 
tially, depending on specific applications. It will also be 
appreciated that the block may be constructed of any suitable 
building materials including in addition to concrete, Such 
materials as metals, plastics, resins, etc. 
0030. With reference now to FIGS. 6-9, a wall unit (or 
simply, wall) 40 may be constructed of plural blocks 10 
stacked one on top of the other, but with alternate blocks 
inverted and reversed, i.e., rotated 180° (front to back) as 
shown in FIGS. 6-9. Thus, the front, back, top and bottom 
edges of blocks 10 in one horizontal row A of blocks in a 
Vertically-stacked array, become the back, front, bottom and 
rear edges, respectively, of the next adjacent horizontal row B 
of blocks. The load-bearing surfaces are the top and bottom 
edges 30, 32 and 30a,32a, respectively (see FIGS. 1-5), of the 
engaged side walls 14, 16 of adjacent blocks. Note, as best 
seen in FIGS. 7 and 8 that the top edge 28 of each inverted 
block 10 is vertically spaced from the base 26 of the next 
adjacent block, leaving a forward facing slot or aperture 36 on 
the forward (exterior) face 38 of the wall 40, and a rearward 
slot or aperture 42 on the rearward (interior) face 44 of the 
wall, connected by an upwardly and rearwardly sloping air 
flow passage 46 formed by adjacent sloped walls 20 of adja 
cent pairs of stacked blocks. Thus the forward-facing aperture 
36 is vertically spaced from the rearward-facing aperture 42, 
so that there is no line of sight from one side of the wall unit 
to the other. The upwardly sloped passage 46 also prevents 
rain, even horizontal rain caused by excessive wind, from 
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passing through the wall. Thus, the wall 40 has the three-fold 
advantage of ventilation, privacy and rain protection. It will 
be appreciated that the size of any individual wall unit 40 is 
application-dependent, but a unit made up of only two blocks 
is within the scope of this invention. 
0031 Turning now to FIGS. 10 and 11, one example of a 
mold assembly that could be used to form the above-de 
scribed block 10 is illustrated. The mold assembly or appa 
ratus may be used in conventional block manufacturing 
machines available from, for example, Besser Mfg. Co. or 
Columbia Machine Co. A mold assembly 48 designed espe 
cially for the block 10 may include a core 50, an outside 
division plate 54, an inside division plate 52, and a pair of end 
liners (not shown) bolted together in a mold box (also not 
shown). The plunger 56 and stripper shoe assembly 58 are 
bolted together and attached to a stripper head plate (not 
shown) that enables the plunger 56 and stripper shoe assem 
bly 58 to move down into the mold box. This construction is 
conventional except for certain components which are 
designed to produce the unique block shape described above. 
For example, the shape of the core 50 and stripper shoe 
assembly 58 are specially shaped to provide the sloped wall 
28 and horizontal shoulder 34. The stripper shoe assembly 
includes the stripper bar 58A and a pair of blocks 58B. The 
bar 58A and blocks58B are adapted to be bolted to the bottom 
of the plunger 56 in the orientation shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, 
with a vertical space between the bar 58A and blocks 58B for 
receivingaportion of the core 50 as described below. The core 
50 includes a laterally extending, vertically-oriented plate 
portion 60, including bolting flanges 61, and a core block 
portion 62. Note in this regard that the sloped surface 64 on 
the core block portion 62 (FIG. 10) and the continuation of 
that surface via the interior sloped surface 66 on the stripper 
shoe component 58A, best seen in FIGS. 11-13, enable for 
mation of the sloped surface 20 and the lip 33 of the block 10, 
extending between the side walls 14, 16. In this regard, the 
lower edge 68 enables formation of shoulder 34. 
0032. In the block manufacturing process, a pallet plate 
(not shown) is moved into position below the mold box, and 
concrete is poured into the box. The mold box is vibrated to 
settle and uniformly distribute the concrete, and then the 
plunger 56 and stripper shoe 58 are moved into the box to 
compress the concrete while under vibration, within the con 
fines of the inner and outer divider plates 52, 54, end liners 
(not shown) and about the core 50. When the block 10 has 
been formed, it is stripped from the mold by removing the 
pallet, enabling the stripper shoe and plunger to push the 
finished product out of the mold box. 
0033. It will be appreciated that other block configurations 
are within the scope of this invention. For example, the sloped 
center portion may be flat as shown in FIGS. 1-5 or concave 
(when facing as shown in FIG. 1), and may extend at its base 
or bottom wall to a point behind the forward edges 22a, 24a 
of the side walls 14, 16 as shown in FIGS. 1-5, or may be 
substantially flush with the forward edges 22a, 24a of the side 
walls. In addition, the horizontal shoulder 34 may be omitted, 
with a simple transition between the sloped surface and the 
extended lip 33. In another variation, the front face of the lip 
and the sloped center portion could be co-planar. 
0034. In still another embodiment, a vertical center wall 
may be interposed between the side walls, extending parallel 
thereto, with a gap between the adjacent lip portions. This 
arrangement is especially suited for wider blocks where the 
center wall will provide additional strength. 
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0035. For these and other block shapes within the scope of 
the invention, appropriate changes in the mold components 
are required, but such changes are well within the skill of the 
artisan having been apprised of the desired configuration of 
the block. 
0.036 While the invention has been described in connec 
tion with what is presently considered to be the most practical 
and preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiment, but 
on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and 
equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope 
of the appended claims. 

1. A wall unit comprising at least first and second building 
blocks each having an elongated center portion flanked by a 
pair of substantially parallel side walls oriented substantially 
perpendicularly to said center portion, said center portion 
having a first vertical wall and a second sloped wall, said 
second sloped wall extending between a relatively thicker 
base of said center portion and a relatively thinner top of said 
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center portion; said first wall being co-planar with first edges 
of said side walls; and wherein said first and second building 
blocks are stacked one on the other, with said second block 
inverted and reversed relative to said first block. 

2. The wall unit of claim 1 wherein the side walls of 
adjacent stacked blocks are engaged, and wherein, on a front 
side of said wall unit, the thinner edge of the second block and 
the base of the first block form a first forward-facing aperture, 
and on a back side of the wall unit, the thinner edge of said first 
block and the base of said second block form a second rear 
ward-facing aperture. 

3. The wall unit of claim 1 wherein said forward and 
rearward facing apertures are connected by an upward and 
rearward-extending ventilation passage. 

4. The wall unit of claim 2 wherein said at least two blocks 
comprises more than two blocks in a vertical stack. 

5. The wall unit of claim 4 wherein said at least two blocks 
comprises plural vertical stacks in side-by-side relationship. 

c c c c c 


